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EDITORS’ NOTE
Well, the results are in, and never again
will there be any doubt that a hip-hop star can
be projected via hologram to communicate
with Anderson Cooper. Seriously though, we’re
elated about the election, and we hope you are
too. In this issue’s feature, Daniella De Franco
treats readers to her election night experience
crashing Twin Cities Democrat and Republican
party, um, parties. It’s a story of high emotions, of camaraderie and transgression, and it
explains how Daniella got the bomb ass faux hockey
puck
seen
above.
(And
on
CarlMagazine.com, we even have our own take
on John McCain’s “Mac is Back” election day
video. Check it out, and help make it a viral
sensation before people forget what we’re parodying.)
This issue isn’t all election recap, mind
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you; Kristen Asp’s contribution to Fun &
Games is about the Halloween Concert, and
Matt Pieh reminds us about everything
Carleton has lost over the past year, so we’re
looking backward in all kinds of different and
interesting ways. Maybe this issue of The Carl
will even encourage you to take stock of your
life, or at least put “The Thong Song” on, and
think about the “Mac is Back” parody you
might have made if things had been a little
different. To paraphrase a great Minnesotan,
we’re beating on, boats against the current,
borne back ceaselessy into making jokes about
Sisqó.
- Greg Hunter, on behalf of the Executive
Editors
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THE TOP FIVE

THE SCHILLOMETER

Ways We Influenced the Election
1. Voter intimidation.

Biden in the White House!!!
Will.i.am hologram
technology

3. Voting for Joseph F. Wieners (District Court 21).
4. Blogging gaffes.

Saturday Sundae Bar
Returns... on a Sunday?

5. Turning the Straight Talk Express into a DUCK BUS.

Writing Portfolio Grader #30,
still anonymous

THE PHOTO POLL

What’s next for Sarah Palin?

Quail hunting with Joe Biden.
—Alsa Bruno ‘12

Who?
—Steve Merry ‘10

She could model those gorgeous
glasses on SNL .
—Michelle Deeter ‘09

House mom.
—Viviane Clement ‘12
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Beauty Queen Champion.
—Nate Stewart ‘10

She’ll be a figurehead for
women’s advancement in politics.
—Sarah Paton ‘10
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2. Redirecting elderly voters to the old Middle School.

R.I.P.
by Matt Pieh
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Peter Tork Memorial Pinball Area
Before IKEA set up shop in Upper Sayles, this
arcade, and the adjacent Peter Tork Memorial
Smoking Lounge (the computer lab) entertained
thousands of Carls. We will always miss Police
Trainer , Hotdog Storm and the original Mario .

Vinayak Graffiti
Equine Outfitters
How could this business
possibly fail??? Was it the
penis’ fault? Was it intimidating equine customers as
they crossed Division?

Sodexho
“Home cooking” is gone.
Taking food out of the
dining hall is gone. The
good ice cream is gone.
Stir crazy is gone. Allday waffles are gone.
You are missed.

This term, Carleton’s administration has sought to destroy
the Vinayak graffiti tradition.
Bathroom stalls have been
painted, and repainted, but
we’re not done yet. This is a
call to action. Pick up your
pens, and put your creativity
to work at all points in your
day. In the words of one Carl,
“Long Live Vinayak.“

The Penis
What is left to say? A treasured
member of Carleton has been
destroyed, but not forgotten. All
we have now is the memories.
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The Carl Guide to Cool

STEP 1: ADJUSTING YOUR IMAGE

STEP 2: SELECTING YOUR POSSE

STEP 3: TALKING THE TALK

GUYS

GUYS

GUYS

The trick to
spend as little
time
putting
yourself together as possible.
Even taking a
shower in the
morning may be
trying too hard.
Shaving? Do it
once a month,
if you must.
Thinking about
what color shirt you should wear? You may as
well stop trying now. Cool guys don’t have time
for these pointless considerations. In fact, I
highly suggest ridding your closet (or, better
yet, a box of clothes) of any items with buttons
– if you have to unbutton to wear, you’ve just
tried too hard. We all know that the only real
way to be cool is to be a manly-man.

All girls think
it’s cool that
you
have
friends, since it
means
that
some
people
actually
like
you, so have a
group, or at the
very least pretend to. The
most important
thing that you
can do is create the illusion of closeness,
whether it exists or not. Relentlessly boast of
the tightness of you and the bros. Tell all the
girls about the last time you and your mates
drank on the roof of Boliou on a Tuesday night.
Laugh loudly about how all of you stole your
roommates’ backpack’s for a week. But, whatever you do, never actually hang out with your
friends in public, nor sit with them at the
library, nor show up with them in Sayles. This
way, everyone will know how totally cool you
and your mates are, but you will never have to
verify what you did, or that you actually have
friends to begin with.

Your task is to
appear to be
knowledgeable, because
for guys, having a brain is
often associated with being
thoughtful and
soulful
–
killing several
birds with one
stone. You can
be
a
total
douchebag, but as long as you can tell a girl
that you’re obsessed with Picasso, Mozart or
Sylvia Plath, you’re good to go. The more pretentious you sound, the cooler you will seem.
Plus, most girls will think you’re really multifaceted if you can alternate between quoting
Kafka and describing your latest drunken stupor in the same conversation.

GIRLS
Your life is slightly harder. Even if you go for
the disheveled look, you have to plan it carefully. Next time you are putting your hair up in
a bun, don’t just tie it up; leave a few strands
out and artfully arrange them to string from different parts of your head. This way you will
achieve two goals at once: looking “natural,”
yet like you still tried. The same goes for
clothes. If you want to draw attention to yourself, take time to carefully mismatch your colors: brown shirt, purple pants, red shoes, and a
yellow scarf to match. No guy will be able to
pass up your get-up.

GIRLS
Again, your job is slightly different – you should
probably actually have some friends. In fact,
you should have several close girlfriends with
whom you spent 80 to 90 percent of your visible time. This way you will seem cool, social,
not-awkward, etc. However, you have to be able
to strategically ditch them. Excellent opportunities to do so: a senior party, a Sayles dance,
or any time a cool guy walks by. In other words,
you need to be available, but in a calculated,
advantageous way.
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GIRLS
The goal is to constantly express utter fascination in everything everyone says, regardless of
whether they are talking about their favorite
vacation spot or their roommates sleeping
schedules. In either case, appearing interested
is all you need for everyone to love you. It doesn’t matter if you’re actually listening to people,
in fact, after a time you will acquire the skill of
asking question about subjects, even if you did
not follow a word of what someone said to you.
This way, cool guys can talk and talk and talk,
and you can still plan your next history paper in
your head, yet appear totally engaged and interested, or, in other words cool.
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I recently realized that all my earlier advice may have been given in vain. For
months I’ve been suggesting picking out that “cool” guy or girl, but I had never
considered the fact that you may not be able to do so unless you feel sufficiently cool yourself. Some people are born cool, some are made so, and some–
you guessed it–have it thrust upon them. Birth is done, and some of you are
already cool, so all I can do is propose an easy method to become cool; a selfhelp guide if you will. Use it efficiently, use it wisely and act quickly, because
the term is drawing to a close. by Sasha Korobova
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ON THE STREET... NORTHFIELD, MN
ELECTION DAY EDITION by Erinrose Mager and Lindsey Shaughnessy

Quid pro quo, pastry dough, James
Monroe, little toe, apropos, I don't
know. Montero.

Girls like this smile when you cat-call
them at the polls, and you think to
yourself, "God Bless America."

Minnesota State Rep. David Bly,
District 25B says, "Hi, I'm Minnesota
State Rep. David Bly, District 25B."

Biking is faster than walking but slower
than driving.

81% reporting that these men are
between three and eight feet tall.

When you meet someone whose drink is
bigger than her book, you know she'll
have to use the restroom before she finishes her book.

When you meet a man who carries a
laminated Newsweek cover featuring
Sarah Palin's visage, you can be pretty
sure he's either a Republican or a
Democrat.

These are laughin' hats!

PARTY BRIEFS by Anne O’Gara
There is absolutely nothing new to report
about Halloween at the Concert Hall. So, people got in their costumes, got a little wasted,
altered their costumes to fit in with their true
drunken intentions, left behind any sober inhibitions and tramped their way to the concert
hall. Here is where the true advantage of on
campus housing lies; making it down Division
in a sexy costume takes an extreme amount of
confidence.
Maybe I missed an important introduction,
but I was lost on entire the format of the contest. Nobody seemed to be on the stage at the
right time, and it was impossible to hear anything. I think we all can agree that clapping is

a terrible way to measure anything. Whoever
started this, like, in history, should take a
hard look at their life, and what they’ve done
to rec rooms across the country. Despite this,
Brandon Walker and Danielle Sumita were
able to pick a winner, and that winner may or
may not have gotten a prize—I’m seriously
fuzzy on all the particulars of this thing. You
were all there; fill in the details.
Endearing? Yeah, I think endearing is the
right word to describe the costume contest.
Sitting in the Concert Hall isn’t usually on
anyone’s agenda for a fun Friday night, but
something about reverting to middle school for
a few hours keeps Halloween relevant. Sure,
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you’ll see a few pretentious costumes, but for
the most part Carleton puts forward a pretty
egalitarian and idiotic front on Halloween.
Having fun in a room full of veritable strangers
is not an easy task at Carleton—case in point,
every Sayles dance—and Halloween does that
for a lot of people. Final verdict: All the costumed revelry of Heaven & Hell without the
risk of contact infection.
Party locale to watch: Eighth and Division.
The party on Nov. 1 was one of the most fun
all term, and nobody is more surprised than
me. They had it all: multi-colored strobe light,
Beirut, inexplicably cross-clique attendance
and most importantly, the cutest kitty.

5:04 PM Run-in with the election
judge at the First United Church
of Christ in Northfield. I decided
to snap some pictures of the voting booths
(apparently this is illegal because I don’t have
“media credentials”). Hat tip to Evan Rowe
’09 for telling me to bring my Onecard to vote.
6:15 PM My Media & American Politics class
eats Obama and McCain cake before heading
out to the Minnesota DFL and Republican parties tonight.
7:19 PM We leave Northfield for the
Republican celebration at a Sheraton in
Bloomington.
8:20 PM “In the words of Paul Wellstone, I’m a
Democrat from the Democratic wing of
Democratic party,” says Samir Blaha ’12 as he

ed out like candy. If
only I had one earlier
in the day.
8:27 PM I crash the
Michelle Bachmann
party.
There are
chicken wings galore.
We steal lots of swag
from various tables,
including
stressrelieving hockey pucks emblazoned with Sarah
Palin’s likeness (“Minnesota is Wild about
Sarah!”).
8:32 PM Overheard at
the Sheraton: “They
believe in the
dumbest things.
Idiots of the
United
States!”
Unclear
whether this
is in reference to
Democrats or
Republicans.

should check out. “Your boy over there is getting killed!” yells hotel manager Willie Moses
to Glady, a banquet captain. Willie and Glady
debate over how
the election and
the party at the
hotel
could
unfold.
“3%
doesn’t mean anything!”
shouts
Gladys.
9:02 PM Girl 1,
wearing at least
fifty
Coleman
bumper stickers
on her body: “I
look like a
patriotic
woman!”
Girl 2: “You look like a freak!”
are about nine years old.

They

9:15 PM Political science Professor
Barbara Allen, sporting blue streak in
her hair, analyzes the polling models.
We wonder why Florida is orange on
the map.

8:40 PM CNN
calls Ohio for
Obama. “I’m just
gonna start drinking
now!” exclaims a young
Republican standing next to me.
8:55 PM The hotel staff informs me that
there’s a private party on the 20th floor that I

9:24 PM I am interviewed by Kaitlyn
Opeerman, a Macalester freshman on the same
mission as me tonight.
“Republicans at
Macalester feel oppressed,” she says, noting
that she knows several students who have
transferred away due to perceived political
bias.

mingles with a who’s who of Minnesota conservatives. Samir gives me a historical analysis of
Democratic wins since Johnson as we watch
maps being colored in on giant projectors.
8:25 PM I get a press pass from the Republican
party media coordinator. They are being hand-
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7:54 AM My five year-old nephew
Daniel in Ohio calls predicting an
Obama win. “Why do you think
he’s going to win?” I ask groggily,
sitting up in bed. “Because there
are Obama signs everywhere!” he
exclaims.
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9:30 PM Bachmann’s up big. We notice a gaggle of reporters rushing behind a mystery man.
Who is this unknown maverick? Jordan Smith
’10 asks a photographer who the man is. “I
don’t know,” she responds, “I’m just following
the crowd!” After much deliberation and shoving, it is later discovered to be U.S.
Representative Eric Paulsen, who has just won
his race.

interviewed on KARE-11 while approaching
blackout stages of drunkenness.
9:46 PM Will the Democrats share the wealth
and have an open bar at their party? Norm
Coleman’s height is discussed on the bus.
10:01 PM Barack Obama is president-elect
of the United States. As we walk into the
Crowne Plaza Hotel in
St. Paul, the crowd
erupts in a chant of
“Yes, we can!”
10:14 PM Upstairs in a
ballroom blanketed with
Obama posters, an older
man spontaneously hugs
me. “You look young!
I’m sixty. I started out
licking
stamps
for
McGovern and I just
have to tell you, this is
the highest you will ever
be politically!” Obama’s
campaign tune “Signed,
Sealed, Delivered” starts
playing as reporters frenziedly run around snapping
pictures of the embraces,
kisses and tears in the room.

9:35 PM Toni Randolph, a Minnesota Public
Radio reporter, talks about covering politics. “I
put my own feelings to the side. It’s not about
what I think. If I have some knowledge about
an issue, though, I ask more informed questions.
But it’s not about playing gotcha,”
Randolph says. Armed with six MacBooks, she
and the MPR crew are waiting for Senator Norm
Coleman’s arrival and hoping for an early end to
the night.

10:16 PM John McCain concedes, delivering
his speech in an unexpectedly soothing voice.
The crowd assembled in St. Paul claps until the
crowd in Arizona starts cheering for McCain.
“McCain, McCain!” “Yes, we can! Yes, we
can!” A woman standing beside me quietly
whispers: “They can’t hear us.” Red and blue
state images drift into my mind. Watching the
crowd shout at the television screen in unison
is surreal.
10:50 PM “Don’t Stop Believin’” is played.
The floor of the ballroom quakes. The
playlist and the atmosphere start to resemble a Sayles dance.

9: 40 PM We catch the bus to the Democratic
party in downtown St. Paul. The freshmen
behind me are doublefisting rum and Monster
Energy drink. One of them claims to have been

10:51 PM Obama finally appears onscreen, to roaring applause of the crowd
gathered in St. Paul. Loud cheers erupt
when he promises his daughters a First
Puppy, but the floor rolls under the crowd
when Obama proclaims that in America,
“our destiny is inextricably linked, that
together our dreams can be one.”
11:15 PM The polls showing a tie at 42%,
Al Franken promises to keep fighting in his
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race against incumbent Norm Coleman. Later
that night, a recount is promised.
11:25 PM Political science Professor Greg
Marfleet steps out to smoke a celebratory cigar,
but is interrupted by the arrival of the
Northfield Lines bus.
12:05 AM We drive by a sign advertising gas for
$1.99 a gallon. People on the bus freak out.
“It’s a new era!”
12:25 AM Strains of the “Star-Spangled
Banner” are heard on the bus.

The Twin Cities’ hottest
musicians play to a
crowd of the Twin Cities’
hottest musicians
by Nicole Feldman
The musical event of the Carleton term took
place this past weekend at The Cave. Local
Fest, envisioned and expertly carried out by
KRLX Music Director and Cave Master Booker
Michael Mintz, featured an impressive lineup of
five diverse bands from the Twin Cities independent music community. The live performances were simultaneously broadcast over the
KRLX airwaves, thanks to the recent reestablishment of the “Cave link” (Kudos, R.F.
Engineer Jason Lee!). In between musical sets,
Mintz conducted brief, always entertaining
interviews with each musical group. There was
never a dull moment at Local Fest, which
should become an annual tradition. An event
like this can only help to further establish The
Cave as a legitimate extension of the inventive
Twin Cities music scene.
The first band to perform was The Vignettes,
a raw, garage rock-inspired trio. The group
played a high-energy 30-minute set, alternating
female members on a three-piece drum kit. The
band is in the same vein of group like Times
New Viking and is definitely worth checking
out. Second to play were the badass chicks of
Kitten Forever. Kitten Forever are spawn of the
early nineties riot grrrl community (though the
lead singer also bare an uncanny resemblance
to Beth Ditto of the Gossip) and played a set
that brought audience members to their feet.
The band features only a bassist and a drummer, which made for a propulsive, minimalist
sound.
MC/VL were next, performing their sampleladen old-school hip-hop on wireless microphones outside the Cave. The duo peppered
their performance with several crazy antics,
including dumping garage on themselves and
running in and around the Margie Evans hallways. Unicorn Basement (Guild Ridden Pop
labelmates with Northfield’s own Gospel

Gossip) played next and a highlight of the
night. Members Max Clark and Deanna Steege
combine a punk attitude with cheesy electronica to create an intense, unforgettable live
show. The group set up on the floor of The
Cave, and Clark contorted himself next to audience members while yelping self-deprecating
lyrics.
Last to perform were Baby Guts, a trio that
performs taut, old-fashioned punk rock. Early
in their set, Baby Guts’ drummer cut his knuckle on account of his rapid pace, but senior
Katie Berringer came to the rescue with her
First Aid prowess. Berringer adorned a latex
glove while applying rubbing alcohol and an
adhesive bandage. Baby Guts then closed out
the truly fantastic evening with a set that,
though shortened due to injury, was still memorable.
One impressive aspect of the night was the
encouragement and support the bands showed
to each other. When not performing, Local Fest
musicians would stand in the audience pit
singing along with their South Minneapolis
comrades and dancing enthusiastically.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of
Carleton students. Despite a ubiquitous promotional campaign by Mintz that included multiple posts on the KRLX website, informational
advertisements recorded for the KRLX airwaves,
and a blanketing of the Carleton campus in
posters, a meager audience showed up for the
event. Because KRLX is the largest student
organization on campus and The Cave has over
200 fans on Facebook, this underwhelming
turnout was mystifying, the only lamentable
aspect of the evening. It’s unclear what
accounts for the disconnect, but if a similar
event happens again (as it most definitely
should), let’s hope for a larger audience.
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Gossip in the
Grain : New Songs
From Old Dirt
by Lisa Plucinski
In his newest album, Gossip in the Grain ,
Ray LaMontagne digs deep into the soil of
Americana, uprooting the music and modernizing it with his smooth but raspy voice. The New
Hampshire-born
singer-songwriter
brings
nuance to his simple songs through a rousedhushed vocal dynamic, horn playing, guitar
twanging, and the hint of a woman’s voice
singing some backup vocals. The power of his
self-taught vocal style, along with the way
LaMontagne’s unique fusion of styles from
rhythm and blues to folk, make the album
worth a close listen.
Listeners will swoon to romantic laments
like “Winter Birds” and “A Falling Through”,
even as the uplifting, danceable soul of the
opener “You Are The Best Thing” is still in
their memory. “Meg White”, an affectionate
ode to the White Stripes drummer, even reveals
something about LaMontagne that’s hard to
find in the other tracks: a sense of humor. A
standout song, “Hey Me, Hey Mama”, is a loosened-up, bluesy number that also shows the
album has a lighter side. Even if LaMontagne’s
Gossip in the Grain is sometimes too serious or
too self-conscious, it’s undeniable that each
track, like “Hey Me, Hey Mama” has its own
innovative resonance.
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LOCAL
FEST
2008
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The Living is Diseased,
Grade-A Theatre by Kelly O’Brien
It was Sunday. I was hung-over and avoiding homework like the plague, so I decided to
brave the first snowfall (my first snowfall ever!
Omgz!) and see The Living , a play about the
Black Death. Okay, I’ll admit my knowledge of
fourteenth century bacterial pandemics (thank
you, Wikipedia) was limited, but I’d never let
that stop me before. It being my first foray into
Carleton, I was mildly excited but half-expecting a pedestrian, melodramatic show. I was
proven wrong, however, down to the lack of
intermission refreshments (a staple high school
consolation prize for sub-par theatre).
A general overview of The Living , for those
unable to attend: people begin to die from mysterious flesh-eating disease, the government
freaks out, more people die, the government
decrees a bunch of absurd laws to stop the
mayhem, people start to stand up to The Man,
The Man eventually gets pwned, but it doesn’t
matter because everyone dies anyways in a
futile attempt to stop the obvious ass-kicking
that God is sending their way. The set was simple yet effective, allowing for ambiguous shifts
in time and setting and giving the viewer some
imaginative freedom (I also picked up on the
obvious social allegory disguised in the fester-

ing
boils…
something
about accepting those with
potentially
genocidal diseases).
I’ll
keep that in
mind the next
time I’m feeling particularly intolerant.
The first
Cast members Bill White and Kai Knutson face off backstage. Photo by Stephanie Guerrero.
half of the
show
was
Rachel Linder made me proud to be a 2012-er,
mainly plot development to the max, which was and Chasya Hill’s thoughtful portrayal of the
tedious but necessary for the magic that was voice of reason really pulled the story together,
the second half. Hands down, this latter half especially for those who know more about conwas where the real grade A beef of the show structing the perfect snack bar burrito than
grazed. (Yes, I just made an off-hand cow bacterial pandemics. I left Arena Theatre two
metaphor. Get over it.) Lilianna Dominguez was hours later with a sizeable amount of evoked
nothing short of phenomenal as Sarah emotion, less ignorant about the dangers of
Chandler, evoking heart-wrenching sympathy germs, and ready for the aforementioned comfrom an otherwise indifferent audience, i.e. plimentary refreshment. Actually, if there is
yours truly. Kai Knutson’s partial nudity was one thing I learned, it’s that watching people
straight up sensational; the phrase sexual heal- with large pustules die horribly painful deaths
ing comes to mind. Jonathan Figueroa and kinda gives me the munchies.

Lizards and Life on Land: A Preview of Seascape
The show going up in Nourse Little Theater
this weekend is Edward Albee’s Seascape . The
fact that it’s a comps show should be reason
enough to go see it, but if you’re still not convinced, here’s a little preview.
The Carleton Theater major’s comprehensive
exercise requires a student to either direct or
act in a show. (It’s a unique assignment, when
you think about it. I can’t think of any other
department in which the comps is a., something a student would probably have done anyway, or b., a highly collaborative project on
which only one person involved is being graded.
But I digress.) Comps shows usually set the
standard for student-produced theater. The
cast and crew have the fear of God put into
them; the show that they’re working on has to
be a good show. Everyone throws themselves
into the production. They’ve certainly thrown
themselves into Seascape .
Seascape , winner of the 1974 Pulitzer Prize,
is a witty drama about how we face the changes
life requires of us. It’s a beautiful and beauti-

fully crafted story. The action centers around
Nancy and Charlie (played by Annelise Lawson
’09 and Jared Evans ’10), an older couple who
are spending a day at the beach talking about
their plans
f
o
r
retirement.

Charlie is nervous and tired
and wants to rest, but Nancy wants to see the
world and enjoy the wonder and beauty of it.
The argument is getting really heated when
suddenly they are interrupted by two giant sea
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by Emily Ruff

lizards, Sarah and Leslie (Kristen Johnson ’10
and Teddy Wolff ’10). The ensuing conversation
forces Nancy and Charlie to reexamine things
they’ve taken for granted, and the question
becomes whether life on land is worth it and
where the meaning comes from.
If you haven’t seen this cast or its crew in
a while, it’s because they’ve been working their
asses off. The play is directed by Alex HigginHouser ’10, a veteran director who has made
sure his cast knows this play backwards and
forwards; they’ve analyzed the script as a piece
of literature to find the layers and subtleties.
The actors have also paid much attention to
working together as an ensemble, not simply
reading lines but really communicating. The
lights, sound, costuming, and set are all very
well done, as well.
This is sure to be an excellent show, all
around, and definitely worth seeing. If you’re
planning on coming, it’s going up Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8:00pm, and I’d make
reservations.

by Anushka Patel
From Miley Cyrus to Michael Jackson, this
fall’s Ebony performances truly ran the pop
gamut, and the dances were performed in
seamless synchrony. With Sayles packed to the
brim, the show was greatly enhanced by
crowds, which was. The Carl spoke with Rory
Collins, one of the four directors of Ebony,
about how the fall show, in all its freshness and
dramatized emotion, came together.
C: Ebony's touted as the fun activity to do every
term. So, as a director, is it a goal to educate
people in the art of dance as well as encourage
the fun of the performance?
R: Yes, as much as we promote Ebony as a fun
activity, we also want to educate people about
dance as an art form. That is why we try to offer
a wide selection of dance styles every term and
why we try to give as many people as possible
the opportunity to choreograph and teach a
dance.

making a dance, and the process is all the better when I know I'm going to be teaching it to a
group of excited and supportive Ebony dancers.
C: Would you consider dance, as an art form, a
tool for social change?
R: Yes, I believe that dance can deliver very
powerful messages. What other art form is more
physical or visceral than dance? Although most
Ebony dances do not tackle difficult themes,
there is no reason why they couldn't, or why a
dance with a serious theme couldn't also be
humorous.
C: How did the Fall Ebony match up to your
expectations?
R: This Fall Ebony was fantastic. We had a
great line-up of dances, the show ran smoothly,
and the audience was very enthusiastic.

C: What does dance mean to you, personally?

C: Tell us a few fun facts about the show that
only behind-the-sceners would know of.

R: Dance at Carleton is on one hand a way for
me to relax and socialize, and on the other
hand an opportunity for me to choreograph and
teach dances. I really enjoy the challenge of

R: Before every Ebony performance, the entire
group gathers backstage for a last-minute pep
talk from the directors. We always end the pep
talk by singing "We Are Ebony."

Photos by Kelley Stevens
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How does Ebony
come together?

Songs of the Great War
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Music, soldiers, and politics in the Libe
by Sasha Korobova
This week, I got an opportunity to view, and
talk about an exhibit put together by Professor
Roger Paas: Songs of the Great War: An
Exhibition
to
Commemorate
the
90th
Anniversary of the World War I Armistice . This
exhibit, currently on display at the library, is a
collection, primarily of sheet music, which documents America’s attitudes towards the war
from its very beginning in 1914, to its end in
1919. The exhibit displays the sheet music
covers, which are lithographic illustrations of
the lyrics and ideas of the songs themselves.
Some lyrics are available for most of the pieces
of music. In addition to the sheet music, the
collection contains war postcards, posters, film
advertisements, and war literature.
To get a deeper understanding of the exhibit, I sat down with Professor Paas. When
describing the putting together of the collection
Professor Paas explained that he has had personal interest in political graphics (particularly
17th century pieces), because he has served in
the military. Seeing some of the major
European battlefields piqued his curiosity in
this subject. However, he began this particular
project a few years ago, while browsing at an
antiques market.
The putting together of the current exhibit
took several years. “It was a slow process,”
Professor Paas explained. “I collected from
shops, antique markets, and the internet.”
According to him, many of the pieces were personal relics of an older generation. “Many of
these pieces are in grandma’s attic,” he adds,
“and grandma is dying.”
The historical value of the collection is obviously tremendous. However, I wanted to know
more about its artistic merits. Professor Paas
explained that with rare exception, most of the
lithographic images and music were produced
by artists and musicians that were 2nd rate, or
unknown. “These pieces were not meant to be
collected,” he adds, “they are like political cartoons, relevant at one time.”
Despite the fact that these pieces were not
meant to be collected, once put together
chronologically, they describe and document
America’s changing views towards the war in

Europe. The collection starts in 1914, with only
three pieces (illustrating the fact that prior to
American involvement our interest in the events
in Europe was limited). Perhaps the most memorable of the pieces, to me, was “The
Fatherland, the Motherland, the Land of My
Best Girl.” The picture on the cover presents a
young man, whose allegiance is torn among several European countries. But it is not until later
that the songs and images get progressively
more personal and political.
By 1915 and 1916, the attention to war is
much more prominent and personal. The idea of
mothers giving up sons for war appears frequently, as is demonstrated by songs such as
“Don’t Take My Darling boy Away!” “I Didn’t
Raise My Boy to be a Soldier,” and “I’d be
Proud to be the Mother of a Soldier.” The lithographs portray matriarchs clinging to their
sons. Additionally, images of Uncle Sam show
up more and more frequently. Songs with titles
such as “You’ll Be There” and “Give Your Hand
to Uncle Sam,” with covers portraying an
encouraging Uncle Sam seem popular. The
country was trying to get riled up for the war,
and was relying heavily on emotional appeals to
succeed.
As the war progressed, the focus shifted to
glorifying
the
American
involvement.
Lithographs portraying the Americans as
knights on a quest to defeat evil, with titles
such as “Pershing’s Crusaders” appear.
Additionally, songs such as “Ohh La La, I’m
Having a Wonderful Time,” attempted to recruit
soldiers by portraying the war as a European
vacation, with young American soldiers leading
a gorgeous French girl under each arm.
Finally, in 1919, as the troops headed
home, America, and the soldiers had to face
leaving Europe and returning home. Songs like
“Little French Mother, Good-bye” exalt the help
of the French women to the soldiers, while others, such as “How ‘Ya Gonna Keep ‘Em Down on
the Farm (After They’ve Seen Paree?)” deal with
returning to past lives after experiencing war.
Also included in the exhibit are several
posters (made after the war) dealing with
African American involvement in the war.
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Although African Americans were almost entirely excluded from the glory of the war at the
time, (they were not even allowed to participate
in the 1919 Bastille Day Parade), this exhibit
attempts to include and accurately demonstrate
their critical contribution to the troops in World
War I.
The collection certainly contains many interesting pieces, but I wanted to know whether
Professor Paas was particularly partial to any of
the pieces. In retrospect, I do not think that the
word “partial” was the most appropriate for the
subject, but he did draw my attention to such
pieces as “Uncle Sam and his Battling Ram,”
“Pershing’s Crusaders,” and “Big Chief
Killahun.” All three are gross exaggerations of
reality, yet all three serve as excellent examples
of the extent that propaganda can reach in a
time of war.
Talking with Professor Paas left me to wonder about the similarities between the sentiments portrayed by lithographs and lyrics in the
exhibit and the sentiments that troubled the
nation during most of the Iraq War. “Of course
there are parallels,” Professor Paas noted, “it is
natural that we question what the country is
doing at the time of war.” He went on to explain
that discussing and promoting patriotism was
prevalent during the unfolding of both wards.
Additionally, demonizing the enemy, whether it
be Saddam Hussein in Iraq, or the German
Kaiser in WWI is part of the political propaganda. Thus, according to Professor Paas, the similarity in sentiment regarding the wars is undeniable.
This exhibit is perhaps one of the most
unique I have seen at Carleton. It combines
politics, history, art, and music in order to give
us insight into an event which, for most of us,
took place before our lifetimes. It is a glimpse
at our society ninety years ago, yet it clearly
still strongly relates to our understanding of war
today. Therefore, stopping by and closely examining this exhibit is not just important, it is
necessary. (The exhibit will remain on display
until November 11th).

Borders: of geography, of mind
An interview with Kao Kalia Yang, author of The Latehomecomer

by Anushka Patel
Kao Kalia Yang is a former homeless Hmong
refugee, and a former Carleton student. Born in a
U.N. camp in Thailand, Yang spent the better part of
her life yearning for a place to call home. She and
her family eventually reached the United States,
where they struggled to make a life for themselves in
the face of racism. Kalia has used the beauty of the
language she once struggled to learn to convey the
plight of Hmong refugees for the first time ever. As a
culmination of the International Education Week at
Carleton, Yang discussed her autobiography The
Latecomehomer, a tale of lyrical wisdom about the
borders she has crossed.
C: You've lived a part of your childhood in U.N.-sponsored camps, but the U.N. was just "alphabets" to
you and your sister back then. Is this still the view
you have, or do you find the U.N. effective in its
implementation of policy?
Y: I think it's helpful to think of U.N. as “alphabets”:
alphabets that have the power to make temporary
homes possible for those fleeing for death, alphabets
that can accompany us, in a plastic bag, across an
ocean to futures we couldn't have imagined. To see
the UN as a tool of well-intentioned policies, for me,
is to lose its ability to directly influence lives. I prefer to think of it as working alphabets-tremendously powerful in the conceptions of a young
writer.
C: How have your childhood experiences in a UN
camp affected your concept of home?
Y: I feel like the definition of home changes. I’m
comfortable with that fact now but for a long time I
wished I knew. It is useful to know when it creates a
useful context in which to act in the world, but earlier, it would just breed indecision and inhibit me.
C: You've lived in the midst of a Hmong community
in St. Paul and you've had their direct proximal influ-

ence. Is there a cultural unity for the rest of the
Hmong people despite the fact that they are scattered all over?
Y: I believe there's cultural unity, historically founded- even if experiences through time have brought on
differences that make it difficult to find the unity.
The word "transnational" comes up a lot in discussions of the Hmong. When I see a picture of a
Hmong- from Vietnam, from China, from Australia,
from Laos, from America- I look for the details: What
makes us the same? What makes us different? Why
am I looking so closely? Why does it always matter to
find elements of my own identity in others?
And I reach this answer: I always find somethinga safety pin across the front of a black shirt, long
dark top-knotted hair, the little boy with the heavy
silver necklace hanging from his neck. And when I
hear the talk, I listen to the dialect and seek words
that I can understand. In the blank of it all, I say
"Hmong?" and they say "Meo?" and we know we have
originated together in a shared history and that is
enough to make us relevant to each other.
C: What do you think is the current role of education, especially education at Carleton? How can it be
optimized- that is, taken from the "bubble of elitist
privilege" and placed into a more practical context?
Y: Effective education should allow us the ability to
build relationships between people, places and
things. It should be a foundation of relevant knowledge that will allow us to do work we are passionate
about and tie it up to humanity's plight. Simply by
being human, the things we do will benefit the
understanding of humanity. The "bubble of elitist
privilege" isolates and kills- it kills relationships in
places where they are necessary and this is truly dangerous.
So how do you burst that bubble and optimize the
potential of education? Make it accessible. We, as
"educated" thinkers, can shift easily from the ideas
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we are taught to the ideals we need to embody in a
more accessible world. Yet, there is a dichotomy
between the long and short words, so to speak and I
think there should be more movement between the
two. We don’t have enough practice and so often we
veer towards the long words but rarely do we learn
the way back- to the language of most of the world.
C: What is the best way to be more "internationalized"?
Y: "Internationalism" for me is to grow beyond my
culture and myself and begin to learn of how we, as
individuals, influence each other across growing distances. I have an idea that it involves some painNike’s advertisement went like this: "Pain is the
beginning of courage.” And I think there's a modicum of hurt to the process of growth. But I know
that it involves lots of discoveries and moments when
we are dazzled and full of wonder for whom we are
gearing up to be.
C: To what degree is it good to stay grounded in
one's own culture if internationalism and connectivity should be the ultimate goal to globalizing and
reaching out to others?
I think we must build self-confidence to do any productive work in the world. Self-confidence has a lot
to do with comfort in our skins and part of the skin
that covers us, with its power and its protective fabric, is our culture. To be secure in oneself is to allow
others the same. It is crucial that we know where we
come from and are aware of our positions within our
cultures before we can discover where we can go
together.

Ms. Yang would like to thank her publisher, Chris
Fischbach, as well as the Senior Editor of the
Coffee House Press for helping her realize her project.
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“I was young, silent and new to English. I had a thick accent and I
decided not to speak. Silence was a storm breaking against the elements of who I needed to be. Send a little girl chasing after meaning, and a writer is sure to be made.”
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The election may be over,
but politics never ends... so
here are the top ten political
books of 2007, according to
Amazon
1. The Assault on Reason by Al Gore

Politics, The Pulitzer, and a
House Made of Dawn

2. I Am America (And So Can You!)
by Stephen Colbert
3. The Conscience of a Liberal by
Paul Krugman
4. Broken Government: How
Republican Rule Destroyed the
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
Branches by John W. Dean
5. Dead Certain: The Presidency of
George W. Bush by Robert Draper
6. Screwed: The Undeclared War
Against the Middle Class - And What
We Can Do about It by Thom
Hartmann
7. Truth and Consequences: Special
Comments on the Bush
Administration's War on American
Values by Keith Olbermann
8.It's Getting Ugly Out There: The
Frauds, Bunglers, Liars, and Losers
Who Are Hurting America by Jack
Cafferty
9. If Democrats Had Any Brains,
They'd Be Republicans by Ann
Coulter
10. Giving: How Each of Us Can
Change the World by Bill Clinton

By Clare Jones

Nineteen-sixty-nine is a big year in American
history. American astronauts walked on the
moon for the first time, the first American
troops were withdrawn from Vietnam, Hurricane
Camille devastated the Mississippi coast as the
most powerful tropical cyclonic system in
recorded history. In literary history, 1969 is a
big year too. In 1969, N. Scott Momaday
became the first Native American writer to win
the Pulitzer Prize.
Momaday, a Kiowa writer, received the
Pulitzer Prize for fiction with his debut novel
House Made of Dawn , which, as well as being
historic, is a fantastic book. In all honesty, it is
not an easy read. It is not a book I’d recommend nibbling on tentatively during finals; it is
a good book, though, for reading over winter
break, when you have some time on your hands
and some and brain-power to spare.
House Made of Dawn is considered to be the
breakthrough novel of the Native American literary renaissance, which began in 1969 and
continues to this day. Considering the challenge that Charlene Teters put forth in her convocation address at Carleton last Friday (the
challenge to confront old, often uncontested
stereotypes of Native Americans presented in
mass media), now is a good time to read a book
that embodies that challenge. House Made of
Dawn is a prime example of a Native American
artist reclaiming his nation’s identity by presenting a new, original image of what it is to be
“Indian” and, thus, deciding for himself how
his nation will be represented in mainstream
culture.
Set on the Walatowa reservation in California
in 1945, House Made of Dawn chronicles the
life of a mysterious man named Abel. Abel
returns to the reservation as a veteran of World
War II, but also as a veteran of years of confusion over his identity. His mixed blood heritage
continues to distance him from his people and
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even from himself. After murdering an albino
man for reasons no one around him understands, Abel is sent to prison. He eventually
winds up in Los Angeles, an urban menagerie of
racist employers, religious fanatics, alcoholics,
and inept social workers. In the city, however,
Abel befriends Benally, by far the most amiable
narrator of Momaday’s fleet of story-tellers, who
eventually helps Abel return to the land of his
ancestors, physically and spiritually. Benally is
a terrific narrator: he’s funny and matter-of-fact
and it is worth reading the entire book just to
hear his chummy voice.
With its many changes in narration, House
Made of Dawn is a relay-race of storytelling. Its
sheer eloquence manages to hold all the takes
together and keep the ball rolling. Stories magically crop up throughout the novel, and they
disappear as suddenly as they first appeared,
weaving the mythic and the mundane together:
There is a small silversided fish that is found
along the coast of southern California. In the
spring and summer it spawns on the beach during the first three hours after each of the three
high tides following the highest tide. These fish
come by the hundreds from the sea. They hurl
themselves upon the land and writhe in the
light of the moon, the moon, the moon; they
writhe in the light of the moon. They are among
the most helpless creatures on the face of the
earth. Fishermen, lovers passers-by catch them
up in their bare hands.
Stories like this are just one reason why
House Made of Dawn is a pillar of Native
American literature specifically and American
literature in general. They are great stories and
they are told elegantly. It’s been almost 40
years since Momaday won the Pulitzer Prize,
but House Made of Dawn still deserves the serious attention of every Carl, not only because it
has made history but because it is a little book
with many great stories to tell.

Confessions of a Celluloid Junkie
by Andreas Stoehr

If We’re in a Culture War, Popular Film Is a Front
by Andrew Tatge
Well, the election is over, but media struggles are eternal. Going onto www.apple.com/trailers (which has high definition options that the new computers handle beautifully), one can now
find a number of film trailers with sexual orientation as point of conflict in the plot. My memory might serve me wrong, but I don’t think this was true about a mainstream trailer site even
a few months ago.
Up-and-coming moviegoers who enjoyed High School Musical can look forward to the upcoming musical Were the World Mine . Maybe the offspring of social conservatives will see these
films and be affected by what could be humanized portrayals. Maybe these films will subtly
(even accidentally) portray non–heterosexual relationships as misguided or inherently problematic.
The film theorist Rick Altman argued that film genres, including the musical, slowly take
shape and are remolded over time. Producers try to pinpoint a blockbuster’s defining trait, and
base a film around that aspect. But the critics and the public, regardless of the film’s success,
might not see the association that inspired producers to fund the project. It isn’t until critics
start detecting a shared trait, which may be some combination of narrative and visual trends,
that critics are able to group a body films together. Film history is littered with genres that
never took shape or were inspired and conceived differently than how they were categorized and
received. Because of this, the first films of a genre are never labeled as such when they were
given to the public to digest.
Biopic, noir, war, western, melodrama, heist, dramedy… gay film? I can’t help but wonder
if what is gaining prominence in mainstream culture risks becoming entrenched and isolated as
a (sub–)genre and received as fundamentally, rather than superficially, different from other narratives. But I may be getting ahead of myself. Before I get too pessimisstic about the whether
the gay rights movement’s stagnating or advancing, I should first see the movies and judge their
quality—right?
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Here’s my treat to everyone who didn’t receive candy last Friday: each of these movies is
both terrifying and available on YouTube. Happy November!
While England’s Ealing Studios may be best known for its acerbic comedies, like Kind Hearts
and Coronets (1949) and The Ladykillers (1955), you may be interested to learn that it also produced a chilling horror film, Dead of Night (1945). The film consists of five tales of mystery
and imagination, each told by a weekend guest at a country manor, where an architect’s recurring dream is coming true. The stories, with the exception of H.G. Wells’s lame “Golfing Story,”
are consistently high-quality, whether snippets like “Hearse Driver” and “Christmas Party” or
climactic segments like the demonic “Haunted Mirror” and the legendary “Ventriloquist’s
Dummy” starring Michael Redgrave and his evil little friend Hugo. This movie gave me the
creeps as a child.
If you’re looking for some artsy post-Halloween jitters, look no further than Herk Harvey’s
1962 independent horror movie Carnival of Souls . It’s not really like anything else: filmed for
$30,000 solely in Kansas and Utah, it stars method actress Candace Hilligoss as Mary, an antisocial, alienated organist who mysteriously survives the car crash that kills her friends. She
moves to a new town and gets a fresh start in life, but as she’s haunted by ghoulish visions, she
becomes torn between her desperation and her increasing disconnect with the world of the living. With a score built solely on organ music, Carnival of Souls creates a unique atmosphere –
of horror.
“Um, well, you said I was pretty bright, right? I think I'm smart enough to perform a successful castration.” From the director of 30 Days of Night and the star of Juno comes a thrilling
little film called Hard Candy (2005). Ellen Page is Hayley, a precocious 14-year-old invited over
for some fun by Jeff, whom she met on the Internet; their encounter goes a long way to proving
the film’s tagline, “strangers shouldn’t talk to little girls.” Suspense builds as audience sympathy is twisted back and forth (though mine stayed firmly with the “cute, vindictive little
bitch”) leading up to a series of climaxes sure to evoke a visceral response. If you’re a fan of
role reversal or an androgynously lovely Ellen Page, do yourself a favor and watch this movie.
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CARTOONS

MAKONDO Z
Narula Bilik
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by Jacob Canfield

BOOBS
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Fun and Games
Halloween Concert
Paper Dolls
by Kristen Asp
Contents:
One (1) androgynous but probably male Carleton student
One (1) cardboard sidwalk
penis suit with urethra hat
One (1) Frida Kahlo dress
with wig and unibrow
One (1) GoPrint terminal
One (1) Juno
Two (2) hands, holding
an empty beer and glow
sticks, respectively
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by Max Bearak
and Frank Firke

35 days until the limited release of Che , the massive biopic of
Ernesto Guevara de la Serna. Directed by Steven Soderbergh
(Traffic, Ocean's Eleven) and starring Benicio Del Toro in the
title role, it's supposed to be grand set of two movies, and was
a huge hit at Cannes despite not being finished or properly
edited. While biopics and political movies are used as Oscar
bait rather frequently, the fact that this is about a Marxist revolutionary, and the acclaim it's already gotten, suggests that it
might be okay. No guarantees if you go see it, but it would be
nice to see something so ambitious succeed, and who doesn't
love Benicio del Toro? (In limited release on December 12,
everywhere January 9.)

74
Days

74 days until northern
states
like
Minnesota
experience a huge influx
of Canadian immigrants.
On January 20th, the day
of Barack Obama’s inauguration, it is rumored
that thousands upon thousands of Canadians who
once felt aloof, literally
and
figuratively,
with
regards to the U.S., will
descend upon our country, disgusted with Stephen Harper.
The conversation around many Canadian dinner tables
sounded familiar, but with a twist: “Honey, if Obama wins
down there, eh…well, we might just have to move out of the
country. I don’t know aboot you, but I don't think I can
spend any more of my lifetime NOT living in the United
States.” Our expert pundits say the biggest reason to expect
them to stay is their polite nature—they'd just feel bad
aboot being so harsh to their government.

21
Weeks

On
March
6,
Phish
plays their
first
show
s i n c e
reuniting
recently.
Th is is v ery good news for
some people (stoner bros,
di rty hippies, wannabe dirty
hi ppi es, t hose who sel l drugs
t o the previou s t h ree) an d
ver y ba d for o ther s ( p eople
who
have
to
hear
“Duuuuuude,
Trey,
my
G oooooo od! ” f o r th e ne x t five
months and hipster fucks
who want people to pay
attention to their music,

Two days before Sisqó’s 30th
birthday. You remember him
for what Wikipedia refers to as
the “novelty” hit “Thong
Song,” but did you know that
he appeared in Snow Dogs
(which won Cuba Gooding, Jr.
a “Most Embarrassing Black
Person” award from The
Boondocks) and has an album,
Last Dragon, coming out later
this year? Its lead single,
“Who’s Ur Daddy,” features a
“new artist” named E-money, and we hope to God it’s successful to bring the “hair spray-painted silver” trend back.

02
Days

19

07
Days

Seven days until
Mark Hanis from
the
Genocide
Intervention
Group (GI-Net)
speaks about the
ongoing ethnic
conflict
in
D a r f u r .
Presumably, he
will
challenge
the widely held
belief that our nations’ bake sales and rubber
bracelet campaigns have spared Darfurians
from terror and murder. That’s not to say we
didn’t like the bake sales and rubber
bracelets. And aside from those sales and by
hearing from people like Mark Hanis, would we
even be aware of the situation in the Sudan?
Next Friday, at the Athenaeum during convocation time, educate yourself about the most
underreported genocide in recent history.

It might be
only 74 days
u n t i l
PresidentElect Barack
Obama takes
the oath of
office
and
b e c o m e s ,
president, but
just you wait,
in 174 days the
Congress’s love affair with Obama will end and
it’ll be back to normal life in Washington. What
will he do with his honeymoon, only time will
tell. But let’s hope he is able to follow the
president who defined what a successful first
hundred days is: FDR. His first Hundred days
was so successful, sometimes you’ll hear historians talking about his second hundred days.
And let’s pray his honeymoon period with
Congress doesn’t end before schedule like Bill
Clinton’s did way back in 1992. The Carl staff
wish him the best of luck in all his future
endeavors. With his skills, charm, and charisma, we know wherever he goes, he’ll be successful in all he does.

174
Days
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